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RheinBurgenweg

Rheinsteig - Burg Ockenfels

Mittelrheinklettersteig

Rotweinwanderweg
Rheinsteig - Kaiserberg/Linz Wanderlust

“Lovely walks in good company, good

accommodation and excellent food. What more

can you ask from a walking holiday. Wishing

Leonard every success for the future.”

Julie and Geoff Smith

This is just a small selection of the many walks around Remagen. In the brochure Aktiv erholen ... recreational Holidays at

Remagen you find even more ideas for your short break on the Rhine. Download at www.remagen.de/Tourismus/Wandern/

You like it more sportive? Then climb the Mittelrhein Klettersteig at or explore the in the Lahn valley.

“

”

“ ” Boppard Rupertsklamm

Walking programme

Tour 1 - Rheinsteig to Linz:

Tour 2 - RheinBurgenweg to Rolands´s Arch:

Tour 3 - Rheinsteig Riesling Tour:

- :

Tour 5 - Red Wine Walking Trail:

Tour 6 - Trace the Romans:

Tour 7 - Seven hills fairy tale country

Tour 8 - Apollinarisschleife - premium circular route

8-12 km, 2½-3 hours, 350 m

13 km, 3½ h, 450 m

20 km, 5 h, hilly, 350-700 m

12-15 km, 4 hours,
hilly 350-450 m.

15 km, 4 hours, hilly.

Tour 4 Rail & Hike 8 km, 2 hours.

NEW

Tour profile: Well marked tracks on nature paths, forest and country
roads..

With the “Volcano Express” railway to Engeln. Two hours geological
walk pass the castle ruin Olbrück to Oberzissen. Alternatively,
circular walk from Toennisstein station the .
Return by train to Brohl and Remagen.

This is a highlight of the week! You travel by train to Altenahr. From
here you follow the via Mayschoß to Rech.
Return hilly via the Saffenburg castle or level along the cycle path
and finish the walk with a cellar visit and wine tasting at the oldest
wine growers cooperative of the . Do not forget to visit the
walled city Ahrweiler on the way back to Remagen.

Via Erpel through the with the Steffens brewery to
medieval town Linz. Return by boat (Easter - October) or along the
river path.

From Remagen via Bandorf, Oberwinter to the at
Rolandseck. Enjoy a great view to the Drachenfels. Return by train
or pleasure boat (Easter - Oktober).

By train to Bad Breisig and ferry to Bad Hönningen. walk
through the Riesling hills to Leutesdorf. Return by train to Erpel and
cross by ferry to Remagen. A second route takes you the other
direction to Linz and Erpel.

world

By train to Andernach. Walk the via the Roman
quarry to Bad Breisig. Finish the day with a visit of the
Roman Spa.

Enjoy more walks on the trail between Koenigswinter and
Erpel. Enjoy a great panoramic view from the on 455
metres.

This new circular route starts at the church St. Apollinaris and takes
you to great view points looking into the Eifel and above the Rhine
gorge. 12,7 km, altitude 330 m, 3: 40 hrs, hilly.

Kasbach valley

Rolands Arch

Rheinsteig

RheinBurgenweg
Hohe Buche

Rheinsteig
Lion Castle

Trasshoehlenweg Geo U

Red Wine Walking Trail

Put on your walking boots - Conquer the castles along the Rhine. Enjoy leisure walks along the
river banks or climb the summits of the “Seven Hills” nature park. See breathtaking views, visit
historical places, find hidden wrinkles as well as the busy live. Routes with different grade of
difficulty offer everybody unforgettable days in the mystic Rhine and Ahr Valley. The Hotel

Enjoy a walking holiday with the Pinger’s at Remagen

Walking in the Rhine & Ahr Valley



Sportive
hikers find
their
challenge on
a via ferrata
trail in the
Rhine Valley.

The Ruppertsklamm at Lahnstein (Rheinsteig)

The Mittelrhein via ferrata at Boppard -
Premium Circular Trail at the RheinBurgenWeg

The Calmont at Bremm/Moselle

The Oelsbergsteig at Oberwesel

Fancy climbing? Several passages of the adventurous
Ruppertsklamm are secured with cables and make sure you
will enjoy a challenging ascent. The Gorge is about a mile long
and has a 235 meter high slope. The entrance to the gorge is
situated near Lahnstein on the B260 travelling towards Bad
Ems.

This via ferrata is located in Europe’s steepest vineyard at
Bremm/Moselle. You should be surefooted and you

if you want to attempt this route. Great
views will reward you for your efforts.

The Mittelrhein via ferrata is the only alpine via ferrata north of
the alps. Located in Boppard where the Rhine makes the most
stunningly scenic of all its loops. There are eleven climbs up
steep rock faces on the more challenging version of the route.
10 ladders, 130 metal steps and 180 meter steelrope were
needed to create this trail. Hikers must be completely steady
on their feet and should not suffer from vertigo. There are
paths as an alternative  to these very difficult sections on the
walking version of the trail (5,1 km, 3 hrs., 390 m alt.). From
the top you can also return by chairlift from April to October.

This easier via ferrata starts at Oberwesel. Enjoy breathtaking
views into the Rhine gorge near the Loreley on the 1,3 km long
trail. You can do a circular walk or enjoy the trail as part of your
walk along the „RheinBurgenWeg“ to or from St. Goar.

should not
suffer from vertigo

29.+30.04. Wine walking days at Mayschoß-
Rech-Dernau  (last weekend in
April)

29.+30.04. Rhine walking into the spring
14.05. Kulinary Wine event in

Leutesdorf on mother‘s day

15.-18.06. 4-Summit festival in the Ahr valley
(at the Chorpus Christi weekend)

25.05. Wine- and hiking festival at Bad
Bodendorf

29.07. Pinot Noir festival at Bad Neuenahr

Walking in the Rhein & Ahr valley

The Rhenish Route of legends
Walk in the footsteps of the most famous myths and sagas of
the Rhine, like the saga of Roland the knight or in Königs-
winter, Siegfried’s battle with the dragon.

The RheinSteig, RheinBurgenweg and
River Rhine Trails
The long distance walking trail runs on both sides of the Rhine
in the hills between Bonn and Wiesbaden. Enjoy breathtaking
views of steep vine covered slopes and majestic castles. The
trail starts in Remagen opposite the at the train
station.

pinger hotel

The RedWine Walking Trail

The Ahrsteig

Covering 35 km, this trail connects the famous wine villages
of the Ahr Valley halfway between Bodendorf and Altenahr.
The trail can be combined very nicely with a walk along the
riverside path too. The Ahr Valley train will take you back to
Remagen.

The New AhrSteig is geting more and more popular since the
opening in 2012. The premium walking trail connects on 7
parts and 124 kilometres the EifelSteig in Blankenheim with
the RheinBurgenWeg in the Rhine valley near Sinzig.
By using the Ahr valley train you can enjoy parts of this trail
as day walks from your base at Remagen.

Walking Events in the Region 2017


